
Chasing my Y-DNA part 42
The Elwald in the sixteenth century to the Reformation.
The Anglo-Saxon christian Elwald name those used by the Redheugh family was 
dropped by the end of the sixteenth century, and it is felt in the later part of the sixteenth 
century feuds among the Scott, Kerr, Elliot which may have spilled over into the other 
clans began.

William, Gavin, Archibald, John (Jok), David, Andrew (Dande), Rolland (Role), and 
Robert (Hob). John Douglas, Young, Nixson (Dixon?) and Tate. Thorley's Hope 



(Thorley's Hope (valley), Thorlishope), felt to be older land of Elwald, like Gorenberry.

It shows that Lewis John (Lawis John, felt to mean law(hill) is ( a possessive 's) so it 
basically means John of the Hill),  Alexander Elwald. The name John Elwald seemed be 
related to Armstrong, and began to be dropped from Elwald line favoritism.
John of Copschaw is on name which lived closed to the Armstrongs.







Robert Scott of Howpaslot (means a hollow pass through a forested parcel (lot)).  It is 
felt these people who burned the Town of Howpaslot were the border clans, inclusive of 
Armstrong, Forester, and Elwald.

Reivers, Monarchs or Gentry, which are the best? Which group is self governed?

Traitors of Leven;





Grahams did not seem to be part of Traitors of Leven.



One can see  the Douglas of Caver, Kerr, Scott and Elwald are involved with the Traitors 
of Leven around 1501-2.





William and Rolland Elwald and five brothern of the Armstrong Traitors of Levyn.

Main Points;
Kerr, Douglas of Caver, Elwald, Scott, and Armstrongs, 



but not Grahams were part of a group, known as Traitors of 
Leven.
The Traitors of Leven were known to be both Scottish, and 
English, and most likely referred to as Traitors, because being 
English they raided England.



In Hexham they are Robert and son John Elwald of St John the Baptist, on 
the English side of the border are true English.

Rebels of England are resettled at Robin Elwald at Thorlishope in 1540.

It should be noted the from 1500-1550 It seems the Elwald, Crosier, Scott, Armstrong, 
and Douglas were working together as Traitors of Leven.
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